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Hello and welcome to the latest issue of VFTT.

Despite being in the middle of nowhere, Scotland, it’s not stopped me playing ASL. In addition to playing email games using VASL (something which I was just starting doing when the shit hit the fan late last year), I went down to London in May for the DOUBLE 1 tournament – a 1200 mile round trip for a day of ASL! – and managed to convince a fellow ASLer to come here for a holiday so we could play ASL during the evenings (though he was also interested in coming to see the scenery and the area). Reports of both incidents can be found elsewhere in this issue.

See a few of you in Bournemouth next month. ‘Til then, roll Low and Prosper.

Pete Phillipps
MMP FEW RETURN
MMP have just released Action Pack 3 - Few Returned, which features nine scenarios on the Italian retreat from Russian in the winter of 1942. Three additional scenarios see Italian and German forces clash during the Italian surrender to the Allies in 1943. The $24.00 pack also includes ASLSK-style reprints of map-boards 24, 42 and 43.

There is no word at the moment on when Valor of the Guard will be printed, nor when the next ASL Journal will be released.

25th BUNKER READY
Dispatches From The Bunker 25 is due to be released at the Bunker Bash in September and mailed to subscribers soon after. As usual it will contain three new scenarios. ‘Acorns in the Fire’ sees a company of GIs, supported by 4 Shermans trying to clear a German defence, aided by a couple of PzIVJa, from the Board 19 crossroads on New Years Day 1945. ‘Housing Crash’ is a DASL scenario in which a company of SS Assault Engineers must cross a SSR-defined AT Ditch to take a group of buildings from the Russian defenders. Both are tournament-sized, whereas the final scenario, ‘Heroic Defense of Wake’ (formerly known as ‘Send Us More’) is a PTO mini-monster covering the Japanese night landing on Wake Island 12 days after the initial attempt to take the island. Two Japanese companies attack a US defence which consists of a mixed group of Marines, ad-hoc Naval personnel and even civilians manning the plethora of machine guns and ordnance.

Jim Torkelson also provides an analysis on the Heat of Battle scenario ‘OB8 Bloody Bobruisk’, while Carl Nogueira will have more Terrain mayhem in the Fire portion of his Making a Mess Tactical Tips Series.

Four issue subscriptions are available for $15.00 ($18.00 outside the USA). Issue one is available free with a subscription or an SAE, while other back issues are $4.00 ($4.50 outside the USA) or $55.00 ($60.00 outside the USA) for a complete set of issues 1-24. A complete set of issues 1-23 and a subscription for issues 24-27 is available for $65.00 ($70.00 outside the USA). Cheques should be made payable to Vic Provost and sent to Dispatches from the Bunker, P.O. Box 1025, Hinsdale MA 01235, or you can pay by PayPal to PinkFloydFan1954@aol.com.

A portion of the original version of board 42 (left), compared to the reprinted version from Few Returned. Note the change in the wall placement in W5. MMP will be producing an overlay to correct this, and changing future prints of the board to match the original version.
Double One 2007 got off to a positive start on 12th May with 22 players taking part in the tourney’s 2nd annual event. It was a lively and friendly competition with a 38% rise in tournament players over the first year’s tourney. Some say ASL has seen its best years but the tourney’s associated group of players – London’s Advanced Squad Leaders (LASL) – has also seen increasing interest in ASL, with new players coming in with the help of ASL starter kits.
The tournament finished with three group winners, picked for the ratings of their opponents and for winning two victories each. They were:

Dominic McGrath, gaining a 10-2 leader prize
Sam Prior, gaining a 9-1 leader and hero prizes
Ray Jennings, gaining a 8-1 leader prize

If you can make it, come along to Double One in 2008. You’re also welcome to join us at LASL. There’s no fee for taking part or spectating at LASL. Our venue is quiet and has ample space for 16 players. For more details about Double One or LASL visit www.doubleone-online.net.

Roll the dice and enjoy the best WWII board game around!
As usual mid May saw around 20 ASLers congregate in London (with Pete Phillips travelling all the way down from Scotland to maintain his 100% tournament attendance record with Dominic McGrath) for the second DOUBLE 1 tournament. Unlike HEROES! and INTENSIVE FIRE, this is a single day tournament with just two rounds.

There are currently 241 players listed on the ladder. Of that number around 85 are considered to be active, in that they have played at a tournament in the last three years. The most number of games played is by David Schofield who has managed 131, while another 7 have played at least 100 games – Ian Pollard is likely to join the group at INTENSIVE FIRE 07 as he has currently played 99 games.

Here is the ladder as of 1st June 2007.
Okay you’ve retaken Vierville, worked out the simple equation and said welcome back to those 2nd rate Germans in the Ardennes. You’ve dodged 88’s at Zon, chased Italians round the map and cursed your opponents’ ROF dice in ‘A Long Way To Go’.

You took the plunge and bought Beyond Valor and the rulebook. That A4 binder inspires as much fear in you as a 100 squad human wave of fanatic Russian 6-2-8’s (and rightly so newbie!). You feel fairly confident with infantry vs infantry scenarios, but vehicles are another matter.

Well time to take the plunge and pass your driving test. Vehicles are fun, you’re missing out on some classic scenarios, and you can’t put it off for ever. If I’d have known what I’m about to tell you now, many cardboard 1-2-7’s would still be alive today…. I’m not going to talk about kill numbers, and how vehicles are damaged, you can look that up for yourself in Chapter D. I’m also not going to discuss anything too strange like halftracks or carriers, and I’m only going to discuss tactics a little bit. What I am going to do is take you through the nitty-gritty of what you can and can’t do in the turn sequence…

Rally Phase
Your vehicles will be doing nothing but fixing malfunctioned weapons. But before you roll the dice, note if your main armament breaks the vehicle will be recalled (D3.7) unless it has passenger/ towing capacity. A tank is still a threat with a couple of machine guns and can cut rout numbers, and how vehicles are damaged, you can look that up for yourself in Chapter D. I’m also not going to discuss anything too strange like halftracks or carriers, and I’m only going to discuss tactics a little bit. What I am going to do is take you through the nitty-gritty of what you can and can’t do in the turn sequence…

Prep Fire
Just like infantry, if you prep fire you can’t move. If your vehicle starts this phase ‘in motion’ then it can’t prep fire (D2.4) as you would have to expend at least one stop mp. Also vehicles can’t opportunity fire (D3.3).

The Movement Phase
Well the first big difference is that vehicles can fire in the movement phase. However you have to fire all your vehicle weapons in the same phase or not at all (D3.31). You can’t fire machine guns in the movement phase and the main gun in the advancing fire phase. (But if you only fire a weapon that gets ROF in the movement phase and don’t lose ROF, you can then fire in the advancing fire phase).

Bounding Fire
If you fire after having moved even the Teeniest little bit in the movement phase (like expend 1mp to stop, or all your mp’s as delay while in motion) you still count as a bounding firer. If you take a shot before you expend a mp but are marked with a motion counter you are still a bounding firer. And as these are world war two jobbies not Challengers or M1 Abrams with modern suspension and gyro stabilizers it means you will miss. Well nearly always…

Bounding fire is going to be +4 to hit (+5 if non-turreted) with an additional +0,+1 or +2 depending on how long the target has been in your sights. Try and hit infantry at 6 hexes or less, while buttoned up (+1) and you are looking at 3’s or less before even considering TEM. Infantry in woods makes it snakes, infantry in a building or foxhole make it an improbable hit.

Try and hit a vehicle at 6 hexes or less, while buttoned up and the odds are slightly better – five or less (providing the opposing vehicle is stationary). If you’re fighting something large or very large and/or getting point blank or armor leader modifiers then life is good, but bear in mind:

1. Firing while moving doubles the lowest of the two dice you roll to hit with (C5.35), as well as the +4/+5 to hit for bounding fire.
2. Acquisition can’t be gained by firing in your movement phase (C6.55)
3. Point blank bonuses for firing at 2 hex (-1) and 1 hex (-2) range only apply if both firer and target vehicles are stationary (C6.3).

Firing while moving and firing while stationary has the same to hit modifiers: +4/+5 – the difference is the doubled lower dice and the possible inclusion of point blank modifiers. It is worth stopping to shoot through, because as long as you started the turn in motion, anyone firing at you will get a +2 to hit modifier even while you are stopped (C6.1). Stopping, shooting, then starting again and moving out of LOS, to avoid your opponents prep phase shot against a stationary target is a standard tactic.

One strange wrinkle about the movement phase, the vehicle doesn’t count as cover (TEM or hindrance) for anyone else, if it was in motion during the turn (D9.3) This represents the fact that in a two minute turn, the vehicle wasn’t there for most of the turn. Armoured assault is an exception (D9.31) but vehicles and infantry have to start stacked together. (Note: some late war tanks have gyro stabilizers which modify the rules stated above, but as they are very rare I’ve ignored them.)

Machine guns work on simpler principles: if you fire in the movement phase while stopped your firepower is halved, but if you are still moving it is quartered. (On the D3 AFV Phase/motion fire modifiers handout).

Defensive Fire/Final Fire
If your vehicle is in motion, then you count as a bounding firer if you decide to shoot during your opponents turn (D2.42). So if you are not already in an enemy vehicles LOS, expend that stop mp at the end of your movement phase so you can fire normally when he tries to walk up and murder you.
What's that? He has a King Tiger and all your shots will bounce off...bad scenario choice there mate, can't really help...well
You could make a usage dice roll and try smoke dispensers/mortars/pots e.t.c provided you haven’t fired any armament yet as soon as 1mp/1mf is expended in your LOS (D13.2)
You could make a motion attempt (D2.401) provided a) you haven’t fired b) the enemy unit didn’t start in your LOS. You succeed by rolling equal to or less than the number of MF/MP’s expended in your LOS on a single die. This allows you to change your vehicle and turret covered arcs to present your best armor, and get the +2 moving target bonus. You can fire, but now count as a bounding firer. Timing is important, as if you fail the motion attempt roll, you can’t try again that turn...leave it too late and the opposing AFV might fire first.

One last thing, your machineguns are more effective in this phase, at full FP if you are stopped, and halved if you are in motion (D3 handout).

Advancing Fire Phase
If you delay firing until now you can gain acquisition, provided you are stopped, but at the cost of losing any ROF (C6.55 – firing in the movement phase is bounding first fire, firing in the advancing fire phase is bounding fire & C6.5 lose acquisition when change location). If you were in motion during the turn, you count as a bounding firer still so +4/+5 applies (C5.3). If you were not in motion the +2 of case B applies. Machine guns are halved if stopped, quartered if moving just like bounding fire in the movement phase (D3 handout).

Rout Phase
Vehicles don’t rout obviously, but bear in mind the effects on interdiction. If your vehicles moved and stopped in this player turn, it counts as cover for the first time now (D9.3). Thus no interdiction if the routers move through the hex containing the vehicle, or if it provides a +1 hindrance to fire.

When the enemy is routing, note if you have to change your turret arc to fire that will stop you claiming interdiction (A10.532), or if you are buttoned up and only have ordnance and no working machine guns.

Infantry/Cavalry don’t surrender to vehicles, they low crawl or risk interdiction instead, but vehicles still cause elimination for failure to rout if no valid rout paths exist.

Advance Phase
Vehicles don’t advance in this phase, but you can change buttoned up/crew exposed status.

Close Combat Phase
Close combat can occur during the movement phase occasionally (street fighting for instance) but I’m going to keep this simple. Read up on A.11 for details on how to calculate odds. Bear in mind infantry need to take a PAATC (basically a pin check) before they can advance into a hex containing an enemy AFV.

Close combat with vehicles is sequential not simultaneous – with the non vehicle side going first. So its usually a bad idea, particularly with the +2 modifier to ambushes. However bypassing a hex with a vehicle to stop the defenders firing out is a common tactic – generally its best to leave your vehicle in motion so its harder to hit.
Flame-Throwing Armour

Neil Stevens

Many years ago whilst browsing through the library at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst I came across an original copy of the after action review written by 79th Armoured Division at the end of their time in Northwest Europe. This division, more commonly known as “Hobbart’s Funnies”, was where Britain and the Commonwealth placed the majority of its ‘special’ weapons. Such weapons were unique in their role and designation and carried the burden of requiring additional skills beyond those required from the operators of the more run of the mill equipment. This included weapons such as the Churchill ‘Crocodile’ flame-throwing tank. This document caught my attention in particular because it contained the recommendation that; after experience in France, the Low Countries and Germany, every British tank should be armed with a flamethrower. These instruments of destruction caused the resistance of even the most firmly entrenched and determined of defenders to crumble under the psychological onslaught of the knowledge that they were about to be burnt alive. The sight of tanks and armoured vehicles spewing flame was enough to send fear down the spine of any defender but the use of such weapons was highly specialised and, as we see modelled in our own gaming system, prone to be rather hazardous to the user of such weapons.

But help is at hand. If you are about to set out using such objects some hints and tips survive from the past to guide you through the tactics of the employment of such fearsome weapons. Whilst browsing through the library at the British Defence Academy in Shrivenham, UK, I came across this article written by Lt George Bannerman, SASK LI and Technical Officer (Flame) of the First Canadian Army. I will use his words entirely:

The ‘Wasp’ MK II and II (C)

1. The ‘Wasp’ is another weapon to add to those that the infantry already have, and must not be expected to win a war by itself. If this equipment is properly employed, it will cut down the number of casualties suffered by attacking infantry, but it must be supported by all available fire from infantry weapons, including smoke, and the infantry must follow very closely behind. In this respect the use of flame is similar to that of an artillery barrage and if the infantry do not follow closely behind, the enemy will speedily recover from his initial shock and be in a position to reply.

2. The main use of flame, in any form, is for its demoralising effect. The success of this aspect has been demonstrated on a number of occasions where the ‘Wasp’ was effective, in the sense of demoralizing the enemy, without causing apparent physical injury to him. All experience during operations in this theatre has shown that, when the enemy was confronted with flame, he invariably did one of three things; first he huddled down in his positions; or, second, he gave himself up immediately or showed a white flag; or, third, he started to run away. In no case where enemy positions were attacked by flame did they attempt to return our fire. Such casualties as have occurred to ‘Wasp’ equipments were caused by enemy weapons firing at long ranges, or by reason of the carrier running over mines.

3. In passing, it may be noted that this demoralizing factor applied also in cases where ‘Crocodiles’, with similar flame equipment, were used. One striking example occurred during the operations to secure the Channel ports. On this occasion, an operator was improperly testing the ignition of his weapon, with the result that he produced a short flash of flame approximately 10 feet in length. The sight of this flame was sufficient to induce the immediate surrender of an enemy strong-point at some distance.

4. Apart form the demoralizing aspect, the physical effect of actual burning was horrible. Enemy who were hit by a sizeable ‘shot’ of the fuel died almost immediately. If only a few blobs of the burning fuel struck a man it was possible for him to smother the flame. But if he was struck by a large blob, smothering was practically impossible and in this case the fats in the human body were literally burned up.

5. Two types of ‘Wasp’ equipment have been used in the north-western theatre of operations: the ‘Wasp’ Mk II and the ‘Wasp’ Mk II (C). the essential difference between these two equipments is that the ‘Wasp’ Mk II has its two internally mounted tanks carrying 60 and 40 gallons, while the ‘Wasp’ Mk II (C) has an externally mounted tank of 80 gallons capacity. In other respects these equipments are identical. The main advantage of the Mk II (C) is that the carrier may be used in its normal role, as the carrying space in the rear of the vehicle is still available.
Apart from occupying this space, the internally mounted tanks of the Mk II interfere with the maintenance of the carrier’s motors, and thus minimize the advantage of the extra 20 gallons of fuel that are carried. Without a strong cross-wind, or head-wind, the maximum range of either type of ‘Wasp’ is in excess of 150 yards, although the normal effective range is 120 to 140 yards.

6. To some extent, the accuracy of fire delivered by the ‘Wasp’ gunner depends on the team work between the driver of the carrier and himself. Although the gunner and driver are not normally interchangeable, in cases where good team work exists the driver is sufficiently aware of the necessity of regulating the speed and motion of the carrier as to give the gunner the best opportunity for accurate shooting. This cooperation gives a ‘Wasp’ crew tremendous confidence in their weapon, and builds up their keen interest in the care and preservation of their equipment. Thus, on one occasion, when a ‘Wasp’ belonging to Essex Scottish was knocked out in a village, members of the crew went back at considerable risk to salvage the essential parts of their equipment.

7. The ‘Wasp’ is particularly useful against enemy positions such as reinforced earth or concrete bunkers, pill-boxes, etc., which cannot be knocked out by other weapons at the disposal of the infantry battalion commander. To get within striking distance of these positions, it is essential for the driver of the carrier to use all available ground as cover, and this cover should be supplemented by the use of smoke and the fire power of the infantry. The ‘Wasp’ gunner can also assist by firing his gun when still out of range, say 200 yards from the target. Even at this range, the resulting smoke and flame will give additional cover to the advancing carrier.

8. Another use for the ‘Wasp’ was found, the course of mopping-up operations, when isolated strong-points remained in the hands of the enemy without their former advantage of mutual defence. In these cases a ‘Wasp’ could be introduced without fear of fire being taken from the flanks, with the result that these positions were successfully engaged.

9. Where a concrete pill-box is encountered, the flame of the ‘Wasp’ can only be successfully employed against the slits of the position. It has been found that the ‘Wasp’ can be fired accurately against these slits at ranges of up to 100 yards... and that, in these circumstances, approximately half of one ignited ‘shot’ (that is roughly, 2 to 3 gallons) will be sufficient to put the pill-box out of action.

10. The ‘Wasp’ may also be used against enemy occupying slit trenches in the open, when a technique known as ‘Golden Rain’ is employed. The gun is fired at maximum elevation, in the direction of the enemy, with the result that the rod of fuel breaks up in mid air into small, ignited blobs of fuel. Depending on the winds, this ‘Golden Rain’ will cover a very large area of ground. Under normal conditions the zone covered by the ‘Golden Rain’ extends from roughly 40 yards to 140 yards in front of the ‘Wasp’.

11. In recent operations over the polder country, where a carrier was often the only vehicle that could be moved, with the enemy occupying positions on one side of the dyke and our own troops on the other, the only weapon which effectively winkled out the enemy was the ‘Wasp’. The flame was fired over the dyke, and blobs of ignited fuel set fire to straw and wood covered slit trenches. In almost every case, the enemy was driven out of his positions and was immediately cut down by the fire of supporting infantry or MG’s mounted on the carriers themselves.

12. PPP (plastic armour) has been found to be a useful accessory to the normal equipment of a ‘Wasp’ Mk II (C). The use of plastic armour gives added protection to the front and to the sides of the carrier as far back as the bulkhead separating the driver’s compartment from the rear wells. This armour is a good defence against all type of fire up to 20mm armour piercing (AP) and it will even stop, or prevent the penetration of 20 mm AP at anything except point-blank ranges and normal impact. The armour can be used effectively on carriers mounting ‘Wasp’ Mk II (C) equipment for the reason that 500 odd pounds of PPP tends to balance the weight of an 80 gallon tank on the rear of that type of carrier. If the armour is used on the ‘Wasp’ Mk II, it makes the carrier nose heavy. Being very thick in appearance, PPP also contributes to the feeling of security on the part of the driver and gunner.

I think you will all agree with me that there is much to consider in his short but insightful article on the use of such weapons. I am sure that I can hear the sharpening of pencils as the scenario designers amongst us start to take another look at those fearsome little ‘Wasp’s’.

My Lonely Valentine is a late war scenario that pits a small lightly armed German force against Soviet Guards arriving with imported British and American Tanks. Part of the scenarios appeal is the lend lease armour has some smoke capability from smoke mortars and smoke rounds, part from the tricky board 45 terrain, and part from the German force which includes mixed quality Infantry, support weapons, a nifty little gun and a small train.

Both players will need to be familiar with all advantage rules, & read the chapter H notes. Also important are the rules for soft skinned vehicular destruction by small arms, high explosive or close combat.

To keep this article short I’ll concentrate on the attacker’s options with some tips for German defenders included. This will save some duplication!

**Russian Analysis**

Your objective is to eliminate all eight railway wagons (represented by eight halftracks), whilst losing less than thirty CVP. During the attack you will kill plenty of other units, this is only helpful if it makes the wagons destruction easier or helps to keep your own troops alive.

Don’t forget all wagons need to be destroyed, six or seven is a good effort but wins you second place. Destruction can be by high explosive, Armour piercing, white phosphorous (if you get the balance), over run, close combat, small arms or collateral damage from German fire.

The casualty cap is fairly high. You have six squads in play plus two infantry leaders, in total these amount to fifteen CVP. Big points come from the tanks, a Valentine is worth six VP, a Sherman a whopping seven, another two are from the armour leader. Sadly the high to kill values for Panzerfaust and Panzerschreck rockets will tend to burn crews.

You can afford to lose three tanks, plus their crews and some Infantry. If your initial losses are high you may find aggressive German players actively seek to inflict casualties by targeting your armour. Keep in view recalled tanks that exit do not count against your casualty cap.

Enemy forces are fairly small and lightly armed. The heaviest weapon is a Flak 43 Gun, 37L gun with ROF 3 for AP/HE rounds, lower ROF when using it’s IFT attack capability. Fortunately it is limited by SSR 4 to set up at specific locations, so you know roughly where it might start the game. It must begin in open ground so is set up on board emplaced and concealed as soon as you have a line of sight to it. There will still be some mystery as to it’s bore sighted location and covered are, but that shouldn’t cramp your game as much as a more freely hidden gun would. Against Infantry the 12 IFT attack is very effective. Against armour the 37mm rounds have a basic to kill of 9, subject to range modification. This can threaten your armours side or rear facing, though the front of your tanks will be very hard to defeat. At up to six hexes an immobilization attempt is more likely. The best defence against this unit is of course line of sight. Don’t dance around in front of it unless you want to tease your opponent or absolutely have to, if being shot at present your thickest armour, try for smoke and if you can choose present the enemy with a small Valentine as a target not a hulking great Sherman. If you capture the gun it’s well placed to shoot at the German wagons.

More of a threat to your armour comes from the German Infantry and their anti tank weapons. The enemy have six Infantry squads, plus five crews and three Leaders, also two light machine guns and a Panzerschreck (or two if Fritz gets the balance). With six squads in play you could be on the receiving end of twelve Panzerfaust shots. With a basic to kill of 31, most hits will result in a burning wreck. You can expect this to happen a lot if you park adjacent to good order German Infantry. Panzerfausts work best against same hex or adjacent targets. If you can keep the range at four hexes though they are totally harmless, even at three hexes their basic to hit is only four, against a small moving target like a Valentine you are in improbable hit territory! Count every PF shot taken, as soon as he has fired a dozen your armour can be slightly less worried about German Infantry. Panzerschreckes are more accurate out to a longer range, lethal enough with a basic to kill or 26, less likely to brew up tanks, giving your crews a chance to bail out. Sometimes PSK take lots of shots, sometime it’s just one then back in the box. I’d expect to see one of the Germans spare crews using this weapon, possibly with the best German leader, (the 8-1) around to increase hit probability. Your opponent may see things differently and a squad or half squad, or even two Leaders could be using the PSK. In close combat, squads, crews, even Leaders can try for Anti tank magnetic mines.

At short range the Germans have excellent anti tank capability, which trails off as range increases. Against Infantry, the 37mm is the most effective unit, closely followed by the two German light machine guns and squads. Of the six enemy squads only two are second line, the other four are conscripts suffering from shorter range, greater propensity to cower, increased incidence of self destruction when firing Panzerfausts and greater capability to damage or destroy support weapons by firing them. Expect the 2nd line troops to be given a larger share of support weapons and Leadership. The enemy starts with five Infantry crews, one of these will man the 37mm Gun, the other may be given the LMG and/or Panzerschreck to use. Remember crews do not cower, can self rally, and can try for Panzerfausts. Freedom from cowering makes them good LMG crews able to lay down fire lanes with near certainty.

Three Leaders for such a small force is surprising, perhaps some are Artillery officers taking an interest in the fight? There’s a chance two Leaders might be teamed up to fire a support weapon, more likely they will be helping units move or rally. Don’t forget conscripts have only a basic three movement factors, even when a leader is present, unless broken or berserk!

The most important part of the enemy OB are the wagons, eight in total, represented by half tracks. Four of these are normal sized targets, the others are small. The wagons start the game in a column just like a real train on the rail road overlay. I don’t think it matters much which locations the enemy picks. The wagons can start the game concealed as you enter from off board, concealment is dropped as soon as you get line of sight. It’s probably useful to know where the small targets are so understandably some opponents will want to start with the wagons concealed.

The whole point of the game is to destroy the wagons. All of them. HE rounds from the Sherman, AP from the Valentines, machine gun and small arms fire, close combat, overruns, and even sniper attacks can help. Realistically you need to be targeting wagons some time in your turn four to ensure their destruction by the game end. There are no special prizes for destroying everything early in the game. Worth noting the wagons are not immobilized at the game start even though they will not move. Remind any German player that starts rolling for motion there is no locomotive present, similarly wagons can overrun, & don’t have inherent crews. They are pretty much on the board to be destroyed or defended.

The German SAN is four, generally this should discourage you from taking low odds attacks against troops in stone buildings. In the closing stages of the game with wagons to destroy everything should shoot. Starting
with the best Infantry attacks and ending with buttoned up armour. With a small OB, even pin results are a nuisance as loss of movement or advance capability really hurts.

Your own forces are a decent mix of high quality Infantry and lend lease tanks. The Infantry are excellent, all are elite, three rifle squads, & three SMG squads, led by an 8-0 & 9-1 Leader, with two light machine guns. It is doubtful the long range of the rifle squads will be very useful, but high morale and good firepower certainly will help. SMG squads qualify for the assault fire bonus and spraying fire option. Although both can be useful assault fire encourages aggressive forward movement by troops something of use in this scenario. Your troops are strong enough to charge into cover adjacent to enemy troops, advancing fire and then either wade into close combat or stay adjacent to make further fire attacks struggling off enemy fire. It helps that your men have slightly higher ELR if a protracted fire fight develops, also you have more steps down to disruption than either a 2nd line or conscript German force. You can find fault in your troops, the higher breakdown incidence for their support weapons, and lack of inherent smoke but neither of these seriously weakens your force. Don’t forget human wave, it’s a tactic I’m loath to use, it can be tremendously effective if you can cover the targeted enemy troops with smoke, suppress them with your own fire from other units, or draw off enemy fire power by diversions.

Your armour is made up of lend lease Shermans and Valentines. The Russians were generally disparaging of leased equipment as it did not compare favorably to a T34 or KV tank. I can’t see a whole lot of difference between a T34/76 and the Shermans in game terms, whilst a Valentine is as good as any of the small Russian light tanks. On the downside both allied tank types are slow, this is partially offset by better to hit numbers, and smoke capability. If you ignore the smoke capability you’ll have a much harder game. Both the Sherman and Valentine V have a smoke mortar, SM8 on the back of the counter. The D13.32 rules are well out where you want to be and mentally plot movement on the board, you should exploit the fact. For example the +2 for smoke combined with a small target size and vehicular movement gives a +5 to enemy direct fire. As well as smoke mortars, your Shermans carry smoke rounds for the 76mm guns. This is 89 by virtue of you being guards. You can’t fire the gun for smoke first then try for a smoke mortar round, ally Infantry and lend lease tanks. The Sherman’s have a good main gun, and decent machine gun armament, a Valentine V is a cut below. It has less machine guns and it’s smaller gun is limited to Armour piercing rounds. This isn’t really offset by the 40L better rate of fire. When your fire mission is to kill enemy unit’s the Sherman is better, but to discourage enemy units from staying in a location merely being shot at by a Valentine can be good enough to encourage flight.

Obviously the Germans will fight back, with Anti tank rockets, AP rounds from the Flak gun, and even close combat if you get close. The 37mm gun needs to be lucky to destroy, immobilize or shock your armour, don’t allow this to happen by suppressing the gun, destroying it or making yourself the worst possible target. Rockets are considerably more lethal, to be hit an enemy unit must be within three or four hexes making range the best defence. If you must be within range of an enemy Infantry unit able to fire at you, try to reduce the chances of a hit by movement, smoke, or target size. Remember a Sherman is a large target, a Valentine is a small one, if you have to expose a tank the smaller one is generally the better option and if destroyed will cost less VP.

I’d put the armoured Leader in a Sherman, keep everyone buttoned up throughout the game, and break these rules if something unusual happened!

Haven’t mentioned your sniper yet, as a SAN of 2 makes activation unlikely. Take whatever you can hit, if target selection is an option the most valuable enemy unit is likely to be the Panzerschreck, closely followed by the gun, LGM crew, any Leader, squads, then crews and half squads or pin the enemy sniper and take every silly shot you can rolling as many 4s as you can.

To recap, you’ve a strong force of Infantry supported by some decent tanks with smoke Mortars and effective armament.

Part of the appeal of the ASL gaming system is the maps. It doesn’t take long to set up a map board even when a few overlays are needed. Board 45 gives a good representation of a large town with a connecting rail link, complete with treed lined roads as seen in the scenario artwork. As you would expect there are paved roads, orchards, woods, walls, hedges, railways and various types of building to consider.

Roads give extra mobility to open topped vehicles, and to a lesser extent Infantry. If a road is not covered by enemy unit’s a Sherman can speed over 28 road hexes, a Valentine 20. Even allowing for some covered arc changes and stopping or starting that’s some distance. This can be extremely useful if you bypass the enemies front time and start attacking wagons while he spends time chasing you. Don’t expect the enemy to let you travel for free, if a road can be covered with small arms fire or anti tank weapons it will.

Enemy Infantry will be looking for positions to set up anti tank defences. When firing rockets most buildings carry the risk of back blast, unless troops step outside briefly to shoot. One solution is for anti tank teams to instead set up in woods, perhaps orchards, and behind walls or hedges. There’s allow first without back blast or lower to hit penalties, at the expense of weaker cover and more limited protection against over run attacks. Be careful of walls on the hex sides of buildings. Here the enemy can really frustrate you by claiming wall advantage to fire ATW then ducking back into a building when you fire. Your tanks can also use walls, being hull down offers increase protection as some hits will harmlessly strike masonry.

Buildings offer the best cover against small arms fire. Generally the larger a building is the hard it is to take. The huge building in J4 offers solid cover and limited access to it’s upper stories through stairwells. If the enemy decides to defend it in strength it would likely holdout to the game end, but remember your objective is to destroy the wagons not claim big buildings.

Remember you can overrun enemy troops in building. Risking a Sherman to take out a lone half squad is perhaps silly, if the enemy are present in strength the risk might be more credible. Slightly you can degrade enemy performance by the use of smoke.

Two Top tips for urban combat using tanks. Firstly plan before you move. Work out where you want to be and mentally plot movement to get there allowing for covered changes, smoke placement, stopping and/or starting. It’s stylish to arrive at the point you want to be then stop to use your last movement point, less so to need to risk ESB. Other tip isn’t really my own, for about 30 pence you can get a 20 sided dice that are good for keeping track of movement point expenditure. You only ever need one and they are very useful when you break off for a combat action or to check a rule or chart, drink arrives or something distracts you.

Perhaps the most important consideration for the attacker in this scenario is the game length. Five turns means you have to get units to the wagons and still have enough time to destroy them. The earlier you start to attack rolling stock the less units you need, and conversely trying to destroy everything on the last turn will need more units or just one really lucky one that gets rate of fire! At the very least you need units with a line of sight to any remaining wagons at the end of your last player turn.

How you attack will be influenced by German set up. Ultimately you want to destroy all the German wagons, to do so you will need to move onto and across the board for certain, and probably need to engage and neutralize or destroy some of the enemy forces whilst keeping your own casualties fairly low.

If your opponent allows you uncontested movement onto the board, you should exploit this. Ideally ending the turn with tanks in good firing positions, and concealed Infantry threatening fire combat or further advances. This is likely to happen if the enemy are concentrated.

Continued on page 18, column 3
When Pete asked me to do a short write up of my recent trip to Scotland I began to wonder what the heck I was going to write about. I went up to the Ardnamurchan peninsular for two reasons; to play some ASL with Pete and primarily for a holiday. Now I’m not one for writing AARs on scenarios, I leave that to Paul Case. If you asked me I could not even tell you which scenarios we played (although I do remember losing most of them). We played a couple of scenarios containing the Hungarians and a set of mini-tournament scenarios that will be used at INTENSIVE FIRE this year. I will tell you they are worth doing, all of them are fast and furious; but then what do you expect when it’s the Japanese vs. the Americans!

Now before I carry on I can hear you saying to yourself ‘I’m not suppose to be reading about someone’s holiday, this is supposed to be an article on ASL’; please bear with me as I was to find out that the peninsular has more for an ASLer than even I could have imagined.

The Ardnamurchan peninsular is the most western point of the mainland British Isles and to call it rugged country would be putting it mildly (yes I know on a map Lands End looks more westerly but for the geographically challenged amongst us this island of ours tilts to the left). For the drivers amongst you to get to Kilchoan, where I was staying, you have to drive 35 miles on a single track—heaven help you if a Sherman is coming the other way! The area is populated—mainly by sheep and cattle—with a human population of 150, in an area roughly the size of North Kent. The terrain is moorland, marshland, hills, a few lochs and the occasional mountain—good rugged terrain for any discerning ASLer. Well there you have it! As ASLers we all like to imagine just what the terrain our cardboard soldiers are fighting on looks like for real; and here I was driving and ultimately walking through such terrain.

One afternoon Pete and I went to Sanna Point, which has the best beach on the island (the locals refer to Ardnamurchan as an island and I wasn’t going to argue with them). Behind the beach are three very high hills, which Pete suggested we climb up, over and down. Now we reckoned these hills would be, in ASL terms, equivalent to a first, or maybe a second level hill. There were steep slopes, craggy areas, even the odd vertical climb and a mini valley running between two of the hills, which contained a very small stream. Now imagine you were a WW2 British soldier doing training and had to do what we were about to attempt, how long would you take to do the climb? Are you fit enough (I certainly am not)? How long would it take in ASL terms? This was the appeal for me, I was getting to live what I have spent the last 30 years playing—being a soldier negotiating some of the worse terrain going. Worse terrain it was too because as we went from hill to hill the ground, which looked sound from below, turned out to be soggy marsh! We stood on the second hill and wondered just what it would have been like defending one hill from an attack from the other considering how long it had taken us to traverse what was no more than about 100 yards. In the end it took us close on to two hours to travel a distance of no more than about a mile and I was physically exhausted by the end of it—oh well no army job for me!

If you get the chance I would highly recommend any ASLer to travel to the Ardamurchan peninsular and go for a walk across the hills, and for the bravest of you to try the mountains. There is one other reason to do so. When I was struggling to climb those hills what kept going through my mind was that during the Second World War the peninsular was the training ground for the Commando’s. The whole peninsular was deemed a military encampment and the locals required military passes to enter and leave. I really was living ASL by being a Commando for the day!

Above: a couple of shots of the hills we climbed, complete with barbed wire fence that had to be crossed! Below: the view of Sanna from the hilltop (left), and Pete writing in the sand. Seconds later Pete’s feet got soaked as the tide came in faster than he could finish writing in the sand!
Remembering Them

Paul Case

Monday 4th June
We board the coach for our trip to Normandy, (known as 'The Jolly Boys Outing'). My brother and I sit at the back of the coach, where we are befriended by a bunch of loonies, the Rubery Crowd, who promptly lead us astray. Naturally, this bunch start with the booze, but I manage to hold out until the ferry. Crossing the water, I have my first, but not last, beer. More beers on the coach to the first hotel, at Rouen. I have been to Normandy before, when I was about 10, but that was a school exchange trip, not a battlefield tour.

Tuesday 5th June
After breakfast, we board the coach. The first stop is to see the Tiger 1 at Vimoutiers, then it's on to the Mount Ormel Memorial and Museum, and with the weather not being at it's best, no great pictures. Next, we head for Falaise, and then take our lunch at Hill 112 (of special interest to me), site of the 43 Wessex Division's first battle with Hitler's mob.

Then, on to Fontenay-le-Ponsil Cemetery, where I take a photo of a British grave and a German grave, both of which are unknown soldier's graves.

Then on to Caen, and our hotel for the remainder of the tour.

Wednesday 6th June
First stop is Merville Battery, and then it is on to the Airborne Ceremony at Renville. next, we go to a famous site, Pegasus Bridge, which you might of heard off! I believe that one of our party landed in the second glider, John Toner. Next, and we are off to play on the beach, Sword Beach to be precise. This is where Ken Hill landed on D-Day, 1st KOSB, part of 3rd Division. He chickened out of a re-enactment though! Then it was off to Eremenville Cemetery, for Ken to pay his respects to long lost friends.

Next, and it's off to a VERY windy Arromanches, to see the remains of the Mulberry Harbour. Whilst there, we saw a French Bagpipe band!

Then it’s off to Bayeux Cemetery, and looking at all those graves, certainly makes you think!! Off to Cambes Wood Cemetery for our Act of Remembrance, where my brother read out a list of people that the members of the tour wished to remember, and where I was told that I read it very well! Ken and Steve then laid wreathes at the KOSB memorial.

Thursday 7th June
First stop is La Cambe German Cemetery, where the grave of a certain Micheal Wittmann is, with the rest of his crew. Then we go to Granges, where we see a plaque for the US Paras and French civilians killed at the village. Next, on to Ste Mere Eglise, where I meet Ken Stovey, a veteran of 112 Fd Regt RA (part of 43 Div), and we had a good chat. A short stop at Breecourt Manor (Band of Brothers fame).

Utah beach is our next stop, and then to Omaha. Here is where Theodore Roosevelt Jr, Medal of Honor, is buried. Also, Preston T. Niland and Robert J. Niland are buried here, these two are the inspiration behind the film Saving Private Ryan. And, this is where I photo an American unknown soldier’s grave.

Friday 8th June
Leave the hotel, and the first stop is Amfreville, where there is a Memorial to the 1st Special Service Brigade, these men held the left (East) flank of the Bridgehead. John Toner was also on this flank, with the rest of 1st Airbourne Div. Next, it was to the Toarn Bridge, where a group of Paras blew the bridge after a VERY hairy jeep ride. Back to the ferry, and good old Blighty.

Next year, I hope to go again.

Due to the following crowd, I was unable to make this a non-alcoholic trip:- John Warrall, Laurie Ganderton, Ken Hill, and his son Ian Hill, otherwise known as 'The Rubery Mob'.

My thanks go to every-one on the tour for a great time (including ‘Medicine’, a large Rum and Coffee, 2 of which were consumed each morning!).
aground on the shore. They had had huge holes in their suprastructure and had literally melted. On the night on June 11th 3 Para assaulted Mount Longdon which we could clearly see from Bluff Cove. The night sky lit up with tracer and flares and the ground quivered with the athereshock of artillery, mortars and shells from ships offshore. All we could think of was that we were next though just what this meant we had no real idea. Two days later it was our turn.

The Battalion was lined up in slicks of 8 and as the helicopters landed we leapt aboard and were whisked up to Goose Ridge. The Argentine forces had heard the movement of troops but had no direct line of sight so by this time they had lost their observation posts on the mountains around us. However shells landed amongst us all day but as they weren’t directed their effect was random. We suffered our first casualty which in typical Army humour I was laughed off as it involved one of the tough sergeants getting shrapnel in the buttocks.

As dark fell we moved up to the start line in battle order, literally a white tape pinned to the ground, like the start of a race.

I carried a stretcher, a rifle, 100 rounds of ammunition for my rifle and 1000 rounds for our machine gun. Shell dressings were in every pocket and pouch and I carried a sleeping bag, not for sleeping but to keep wounded warm. My designated role was once the fighting started I was to look after the walking wounded.

We moved onto Tumbledown sometime after 10pm on the night of June 13th in the middle of a snow storm. It was a silent approach, as there was no pre bombardment to warn the Argentinian forces. As the second objective was approached the attack went “noisy” as the Argentine 5th Marine battalion at last realized they were under attack. War has distinct sounds and smells that stay with me today, the smell of cordite, blood on wet grass and human excrement. The deafening thump of mortars, artillery, naval bombardment, hand grenades, machine guns and the shouted commands as men worked their way through the rocks towards the enemy. It was all very confusing and all you could do was hug the ground and make yourself as small as possible in the hope that somehow this would improve your chances of not being hit. Sometime later I was called to the head of the company and along with a few of my comrades we went forward into no-man’s land to recover some wounded. However we never did find them in the darkness as our movements attracted the attention of some snipers who pinned us down for what seemed hours. To add to our discomfort our own troops hadn’t been told that we had gone forward so they mistook us for enemy so they also started firing on us. The bullets zipped all around me and I could feel the air ripple, these weren’t random rounds but deliberately aimed and I just knew that I was being targeted. I just froze and hugged the ground playing dead hoping the sniper would lose interest which after a minute or so he did. Next thing I knew mortar bombs starting to land around us and we were all showered with bits of gravel and hot shrapnel, luckily none of us were hit but it was very disconcerting as the rounds were landing no more than 4 to 5 meters away at times. All that was saving us was the soft ground as the mortars buried themselves deep before exploding.

Dawn started to approach and still the objective for my company hadn’t been taken. We had to attack and quickly otherwise daylight would see us exposed on the side of the mountain in full sight of Argentine forces in Stanley. The company moved into assault positions, weapons were readied, bayonets fixed and ammunition for the machine guns piled up. Just then there was a big bang no more than 3 meters to my left. In the silence that followed the desperate cries of one of my comrades could be heard. He had had part of his leg blown off and was crawling around in the dark moaning and crying out looking for his leg. The effects on the rest of us waiting to attack wasn’t good so an officer yelled for him to shut up, something I don’t think anybody would have been capable of doing. In the end he was given morphine and volunteers were called for to carry him off the mountain.

Dawn came and into the half light we launched our assault. It was utter mayhem and the noise was deafening and in what seemed no time at all the Argentinians were thrown out of their last positions. All I remember of that final assault were the frantic commands being yelled and of myself crawling around collecting ammunition for our machine gun. Our gunner hammered away until the barrel glowed red hot and had to switch to a new one. My job of being in charge of walking wounded was no longer needed as we realized that anybody wounded tonight wasn’t going to walk off this mountain. Our company casualties were relatively light with nobody killed though some were horrendously wounded. Men in my company were awarded gallantry medals for their actions and it is often repeated in many histories of the Falklands that the Scots Guards on Tumbledown fought the best troops the Argentinians had to offer and that victory was the hardest one, but it hadn’t been cheap for as a battalion we lost 8 dead and 41 wounded.

There is hardly a day that goes by that I don’t think about the Falklands.

THE TRENCHES
"THIS IS THE CALL TO ARMS!"

“This is the latest edition of the ASL. Players Directory. It is broken down by country and then by postal code area. Where is the time (in dd mm yyyy format) is shown at the end of each entry indicates this was when it last confirmed.
If there are any mistakes, please let me know so I can correct them for the next edition. If you have Internet access you can also correct your details on the VFTT web site at www.vftt.co.uk/asslers.asp - contact me if you need your user name and password to do so.

MY LOVELY VALENTINE

Continued from page 12 close to the trucks in a defensive hedge hog. Moving on without casualties can be a good start, but leave you too far away from the last wagon to earn a win. You’ll still have a fun game but I guarantee you’ll enjoy it more if you can comfortably destroy, then engage the rest as it withdraws.

Perhaps the most likely defect is one that contests all movements by small packets of troops. Forcing you to decide between delay and casualties. Expertly done the defender could steadily lose units at a faster rate than you, but leave you too far away from the last wagon to earn a win. You’ll still have a fun game but I guarantee you’ll enjoy it more if you can comfortably destroy, then engage the rest as it withdraws.

Maybe the most possible defect is one that contests all movements by small packets of troops. Forcing you to decide between delay and casualties. Expertly done the defender could steadily lose units at a faster rate than you, but leave you too far away from the last wagon to earn a win. You’ll still have a fun game but I guarantee you’ll enjoy it more if you can comfortably destroy, then engage the rest as it withdraws.

Perhaps the most likely defect is one that contests all movements by small packets of troops. Forcing you to decide between delay and casualties. Expertly done the defender could steadily lose units at a faster rate than you, but leave you too far away from the last wagon to earn a win. You’ll still have a fun game but I guarantee you’ll enjoy it more if you can comfortably destroy, then engage the rest as it withdraws.

Maybe the most possible defect is one that contests all movements by small packets of troops. Forcing you to decide between delay and casualties. Expertly done the defender could steadily lose units at a faster rate than you, but leave you too far away from the last wagon to earn a win. You’ll still have a fun game but I guarantee you’ll enjoy it more if you can comfortably destroy, then engage the rest as it withdraws.
ON THE CONVENTION TRAIL

There are more and more ASL tournaments cropping up all over the world. In fact, it is possible to be involved in an ASL tournament at least once a month, often more, if you were so inclined (and had the financial means to live such a life - I wish!). If you plan on holding an ASL tournament, please let me know and I’ll include the details here, space permitting.

If you contact anyone regarding these tournaments, please tell them that I sent you!

SEPTEMBER

**ITASLIA 2007**

*When:* 7 - 9 September.
*Where:* Hotel Antares, Via Postumia, 88 - 37090 Villad Wisana di Verona, Italy. Telephone +39 045. 630.11.79 or visit [www.hoteltaerini.com](http://www.hoteltaerini.com). Room rates are €55 per night for a double room, or €44 for a single room.

*Fee:* €18.00.

*Format:* 5 round (two on Friday, two on Saturday, and one on Sunday) Swiss-style, with a choice of three scenarios in each round.

*Notes:* There will be a plaque for the winner. Players are also invited to attend the ASL Italia social dinner on the Saturday night.

*Contact:* Paolo Cariolato on +39 045 6104413 or by email at cariolato@aslttalia.org. Check the web site at [www.aslttalia.org](http://www.aslttalia.org) for the latest details.

**OCTOBER**

**ASLOK XXII**

*When:* 30 September - 7 October.
*Where:* Quality Inn & Suites [note that the hotel name is due to change in mid-2007 to Crowne Plaza], 7230 Eagle Rd, Middleburg Heights, OH 44130, Phone: (440) 243-4040, Fax: 440 243-3178.

Rooms are $75.00 plus tax if reservations are made by 16 Sep - request “ASL Oktoberfest” to receive this discounted rate.

*Fee:* $25.00 in advance, $30.00 on the door.

*Format:* Same as always. Weekend tournament plus numerous mini-tournaments. There is also an informal USA vs. World Cup where everyone keeps track of their games and a plaque is presented to the winning side.

*Notes:* T-shirts are €10.00 ea (XXL €13.00, XXXL €15.00 - XL €18.00)

*Contact:* Beut Hildebrand, 17850 Granada Lake Rd, Chagrin Falls, OH 44023-2208 or by email dms@beuthilde.com. Check out the web site at [www.asldek.org](http://www.asldek.org) for the latest details.

**MY LONELY VALENTINE**

Continued from page 18

ground at a favourable rate the game will continually tilt in your favour. As it does the defenders will start to do increasingly desperate things. Risking back blast, assaut moving into the open to get a better PF shot, Intensive firing the gun, or being really aggressive with Leaders are generally signs of desperation or low morale. This doesn’t mean you have won, but does indicate your opponent thinks you are winning! Enjoy the moment then concentrate on your game plan to destroy wagons and don’t convert the mission into frustrating all of your opponents attacks.

You will have to hurry to get to the trucks and destroy them. Even when you’ve played well, been lucky, and perhaps had some help from your friendly opponent the time needed to destroy the wagons keeps you under pressure till the game end.

**Conclusion**

I greatly enjoy East front actions, particularly anything with a slight twist. It’s unusual for both Shermans and Valentines to be present in a Russian force, and a nice touch that each is useful in a slightly different way. Both provide smoke, the Sherman can be an infantry killer, the Valentine is less of a direct threat, doing more by manoeuvre close to enemy Infantry. To win the Russians need to exploit the armour, and the differing strengths of their Infantry force.

Expect some anxiety when wagons start being destroyed. Both players will be watching the tally, with the majority of games going the distance. It’s possible to finish before turn five, but it will not happen very often.

Set up is very quick, a complete game could be between one and two hours, I’d love to play this one at either HEROES or INTENSIVE FIRE.

**NOVEMBER**

**Grenadier 07**

*When:* 1 - 4 November.
*Where:* Oberbietingen, a little town in the German part of the Ardennes. There is a railway station in the village and a train to Cologne every hour (travel time about 50 minutes). The location offers sleeping rooms for 45 persons, a huge kitchen (where our Marktenderin Andrea will continue her cooking business for us), a big playing area and an additional separate big room which we will use for eating. Rooms are mostly three and four bed rooms with shower. Bed and breakfast is €27.55 per night.

*Fee:* €5 per day.

*Format:* The tournament will be again a Swiss style five Round tournament. We will offer again an event for players who don’t want to participate in the tournament.

*Notes:* For up to date information check out the UK ASL tournament web site at [www.asl-united.uk.uk](http://www.asl-united.uk.uk).

**INTENSIVE FIRE 2007**

*Where:* Where: The Kiwi Hotel, West Hill Road, Bourneouth, England, BH2 5EG. Telephone (01202) 555 889 or fax (01202) 789 567 to arrange accommodation. Single rooms are £37.00 per night, double rooms £30.00 per person if booked prior to 1 October - thereafter normal rates apply. Remember to mention INTENSIVE FIRE when reserving to qualify for the special rates. You can also book online at www.kiwihotel.co.uk.

*Fee:* £10.00 if registering with the organisers prior to the event; £15.00 on the door (entry is free for those only able to attend for one day). In addition to a discount on the entry fee, players pre-registering will receive a tournament program in September.

*Format:* Three round Fire Team tournament (two rounds on Saturday, one on Sunday). There will also be some single day mini-tournaments on the Friday. Open gaming is available for those who do not wish to take part in the tournament.

*Notes:* Prizes are awarded to winning players and the Convention Champion, who is the player judged to have had the most successful tournament with all games played over the weekend being taken into consideration.

*Contact:* For more details or to register contact Pete Phillips, 9 Pier Road, Kilchoan, Acharacle, Argyll, Scotland, PH36 4JL. Phone (01972) 510 350 (evenings only) or email [pete@phillips.paradise](mailto:pete@phillips.paradise). Check the [ASL Italia web site](http://www.aslitalia.org) again an event for players who don't want to participate in the tournament.

**THE TRENCHES**

London's Advanced Squad Leaders (LASL) welcome ASL/ASLSK players or potential players. If you're passing through or staying over in London, you're welcome to come along and take part. There's no fee for taking part or spectating.

We usually meet on the second Saturday of each month from 11am and play till the games are finished! However, the next meeting will be the third Saturday in September - 15th September.

LASL's venue is located near Chancery Lane tube station (central line) in central London. It's quiet and has ample space for 16 players.

If you want to come along send your name and contact details to [trenchdads@trenchdads.org](mailto:trenchdads@trenchdads.org) at least 48 hours beforehand. Precise venue details will be sent to you.
INTENSIVE FIRE 2007
25 – 28 OCTOBER 2007

INTENSIVE FIRE is the UK’s longest running tournament dedicated to the play of Advanced Squad Leader. 2007 sees us well into our second decade and players of all standards are invited to attend.

FORMAT
The well-established Fire Team Tournament is the main event and offers the chance for competitive play on the Saturday and Sunday. In addition, the Friday mini-tourneys offer the chance for glory in more specialised fields of warfare. There will also be a Training Camp for inexperienced players. For those not interested in tournament play, or not able to make it for the whole weekend, there is always room for pick-up games and friendly play.

VENUE
The Kiwi Hotel, centrally located in Bournemouth, offers both excellent gaming facilities and reduced accommodation rates (£37 per night for a single room or £30 for a double room). The hotel is within a short taxi-ride of Bournemouth rail station and ample parking is available. To book contact the hotel on (01202) 555 889 (+44 1202 555 889 from outside the UK). You can also book online at www.kiwhotel.co.uk. For foreign visitors, lifts can often be pre-arranged to and from major airports. For those contemplating an extended stay, Bournemouth offers an excellent base for the military historian, being within easy reach of important military museums at Bovington Camp, Winchester, Portsmouth and Aldershot.

COST
Weekend registration for the tournament costs just £15, or just £10 if you register before 1st October. The tournament program listing the weekend’s scenarios and events is available from late September to anyone registering in advance.

FURTHER DETAILS / REGISTRATION
Contact Pete Phillipps, 9 Pier Road, Kilchoan, Acharacle, Argyll, Scotland, PH36 4LJ. Telephone (01972) 510 350 (+44 1972 510 350 from outside the UK) or email if@vftt.co.uk.